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Mathematician improves cancer treatments
How does a medical doctor know how
much, how frequently, and for how long a
patient should receive a medical treatment
like chemotherapy? Urszula Ledzewicz,
distinguished research professor of mathematics and statistics at Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville, knows. Her
research in mathematics can help medical
doctors prescribe more effectively a regimen
for cancer therapy.
Ledzewicz’s research centers on optimal
control theory, a branch of mathematics
that was born in the 1950s from the military
needs of the Cold War. “It is basically how to
control the spaceship or how to control the
trajectory of a missile to obtain optimal performance,” she explained. Ledzewicz is one
of the pioneers who have applied optimal
control theory to the biomedical war against
diseases. More specifically, through optimal
control modeling, she is able to help physicians and biomedical researchers understand the optimal use of pharmaceutical
protocols and therapies for cancer treatment.
In cancer treatment, for example, more
is not always better. More chemotherapy
or radiation is not always the right answer.
Through optimal control, Ledzewicz has
learned that the frequency and amount of
therapy of cancer treatment is not linear.
There are points when the treatment should
be lessened and the frequency should be
reduced. Her research, consequently, helps
physicians design more effective cancer therapy treatments.
“I realized that with the tools of optimal
control, I could answer some of the questions
that concerned how to design protocols for
giving cancer treatments to patients,” she
said. “This can all be translated into a mathematical problem.”
Explaining to medical doctors how mathematics can help them can be a challenge,
Ledzewicz added. “You make it very basic
and put mathematics in the focus,” she said.
“When you go to the doctors you turn the
table around and you try to explain to them
how mathematics can help. You don’t focus
on technicalities. You focus on what they can
take along and use on the patient. If you just
show them mathematics, you’ve lost them.”
Given the implications of her research
on human health, Ledzewicz said that she
plans to construct a complete solution to
the chemotherapy models in the form of a
synthesis of optimal controls. The analytical
results obtained for the model will help in
the analysis of existing chemotherapy proto-
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cols – what drug dose has to be administered
at what time with what length of rest periods
in between to achieve the desired goals.
Ledzewicz earned her Ph.D. in mathematics from the University of Lodz in Poland
and came to the United States as a oneyear visiting professor at Louisiana State
University in Baton Rouge. She said that the
decision to leave Poland was a big gamble.
She knew she could leave Poland, but once
gone, she wouldn’t be able to return as
long as the Communist regime remained in
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Vandevanter will conduct an 11-point inspection
on each of the 29 lift stations and report back to the
village.
And while she was able to answer her own question, Trustee Jorja Dickemann said she believes lift
station inspections are something the village should
handle in-house.
“It seems like we should be able to do this job.

power.
“The political atmosphere in Poland at the
time was not very nice and that was somewhat a contributing factor,” said Ledzewicz
about her decision to leave. The gamble for
her was that she had no guarantee that after
her appointment at LSU ended that she
would be able to stay in the United States. It
was at LSU that she first had the opportunity
to lecture in English.
“I spoke basic English and read mathematical papers in English,” Ledzewicz said.

But everybody I have talked to has stated we are not
equipped, we don’t know how to currently maintain them, review them,” Dickemann said. “I would
like us to learn through this maintenance program.
Maybe this is something we can do in the future.”
Trustee Ross Breckenridge, chairman of the Public
Services Committee, which recommended the contract to the board, said the major expense will be
incurred this year only.
“Next year this would go down by half,”
Breckenridge said. “So we do incur this actual big
cost but I don’t want one or our major stations to go
out where we are scrambling.”
Leezy pointed out that his department does not

“While I probably couldn’t go shopping, I
certainly could give lectures on differential
equations.” Fortunately for her and for SIUE,
she applied for a position and was accepted.
SIUE helped her obtain her permanent visa.
While at SIUE, Ledzewicz has received
nearly every major research award the university has to offer. She received the Hoppe
Research Award in 2002, the title of distinguished research professor in 2008, the
William Going Endowed Professor Award
in 2009 and the Paul Simon Teacher Scholar

have the tools to conduct all of the maintenance
checks.
“Some of these inspections. . . we cannot do. We
do not have the proper equipment for lifting pumps
out,” he said. “They (Vandevanter) do. There are
certain things we can do as far as maintenance.
The contract was approved on a 5-0 vote with
Trustee Brooke Harmony absent.
In other business, the board accepted the resignation of Lynn Weller, who has served as Village
Treasurer since Dec. 1, 2004.
Weller submitted his resignation on Dec. 9 and it
will be effective on April 30, which is the end of the
current fiscal year.

Award in 2010. In different ways, each of
these awards recognizes the outstanding
teaching and scholarly activity of Ledzewicz.
Together, these awards celebrate the accomplishments of Ledzewicz as an outstanding
teacher and scholar.
Ledzewicz is a nationally and internationally known scholar. In addition to her
many publications, she has presented more
than 180 papers at professional conferences
on every continent in the world, with the
exception of Antarctica. Ledzewicz has also
received research grants from the National
Science Foundation nearly every year since
1990.
And her students testify to not only the
quality of instruction in Ledzewicz’s courses, but also the hands-on research experience
that has given them an edge in the job market. They speak of her persistent encouragement and her willingness to involve them
in her own research, publications and conferences. And while students call her classes “rigorous” with “cutting-edge topics,”
they also call her instruction “interesting,”
“engaging” and “inspiring.” She has been
called a “fantastic and dedicated teacher,
researcher, leader and role model.”
Ledzewicz said that she developed her
interest in mathematics because she was
attracted to the “finality” of it. “The answer
was either right or wrong,” she said. “There
was no ambiguity.” Her first passion, however, is writing fiction. She has published three
novels in Polish. Her latest novel recounts
the life of a woman emigrating from Poland
to the United States. Although not autobiographical, she did draw on many of her
own experiences. After retirement, she said
that she plans to continue her writing.
“Writing is very different from mathematics,” she said. “You never know if the sentence is correct or not, and you keep writing
and re-writing hoping to make it right. Math
is much cleaner because you know if the
answer is right or wrong.”
Ledzewicz’s innovative mathematical
research on medical therapies has broad
application. As future researchers explore
how her work applies to other medical
protocols, Ledzewicz said that she will be
working hard on her next novel.

Weller said business commitments prevent him
from remaining with the village.
“As my business continues to expand, I find that
the demands on my time, as such, are that I can no
longer fulfill my obligation to consistently attend
Village Board and committee meetings,” Weller
wrote in the letter.
The board also approved the appointments of
Sarah Shields and Cassie Flynn to the G.L.E.N.
(Gardening, Landscaping, Enhancing Nature)
Committee.
That committee has not operated with a full compliment of members recently and Shields and Flynn
will serve terms that run through April 30.

Illinois farmers sharing their expertise
PEORIA, Ill. (AP) — An academic colloquium
at Yale University is not someplace where farmers tend to hang out. Typically, a colloquium is
a place where graduate students and professors
attend presentations by visiting professors to discuss ongoing studies and theories.
However, in mid-September, two Lewistown
farmers found themselves speaking in front of a
crowd of East Coast intellectuals in New Haven,
Conn.
Matt Howe of Lewistown and his father, David,
run a farm that has been in the family for 131 years.
They grow corn and soybeans and raise beef cattle.
Basically, they fit the standard mold of Midwest
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With a slower pace and a unique
feel, Edwardsville was a perfect fit.
“For me the town just felt unique
from where I grew up,” Dougherty
said. “It’s a lot slower pace in a good
way. From home I miss a lot of the
foods. I miss my bagels and pizza,
but I’m definitely adapting to the
different cultures in the Midwest

farmers. On Sept. 19, the two men served as the
speakers at one of the weekly sessions of the university's 11-week-long Agrarian Studies Program
colloquium series and provided a firsthand account
of how modern American farming works.
"It was a little bit intimidating at first because
the people that were in attendance there — there
were professors from universities around the
nation and even the world," Matt Howe said.
"There's a real concern with them about where
their food is coming from today and who is growing their food."
Howe found out he had been selected to speak
more than a year ago and over the course of a year

and the traditions they have. I like
central time as well. Central time is
a lot better then eastern time. That’s
one of my favorite things.”
As
the
Recreation
Sports
Supervisor, he will be coordinating
all of the sports leagues the city organizes in the fall, spring and summer
for both youth and adults.
In addition Dougherty will be
helping during any of the other programs the parks department conducts.
Being able to come into an
established program and good

he carefully documented his work as a farmer,
from planting in the spring to harvest in the fall
and beyond. He wrote an accompanying paper
and submitted it to the university to distribute to
potential colloquium attendees.
For Howe, it was an opportunity to use his experience to educate the future lawmakers and lobbyists, the ones who will be working on the farm
bills that actually affect the livelihoods of people
like Howe and his father. It was an opportunity to
lobby on behalf of Midwest farmers.
Howe believes he and his father brought a perspective to the colloquium series that has been
missing.

facilities is something that he
appreciates.
“It feels like a good time to be living in Edwardsville, especially with
the parks department. It just seems
like there’s a lot of potential for a lot
of growth and they’re capitalizing
on that right now. So, I feel like it’s
a good opportunity to be employed
with the city right now and hopefully help to grow the programs and
provide the residents a lot of fun
opportunities,” Dougherty said.
Looking toward the future,
Dougherty is interested in getting

more participation in leagues, introducing playoffs for adult leagues
and researching new sports, both
team and individual to offer residents.
With a couple weeks under his
belt, Dougherty said it's been going
well.
"It's been good so far. Everyone's
been really nice and everyone said
you're going to love working for the
city and so far I haven't met anybody who I haven't enjoyed getting
to know, so it's been great so far,"
Dougherty said.
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Adopt a penguin

Rock your honey’s world this Valentine’s Day with something truly unique – a rockhopper penguin adoption from
the Saint Louis Zoo.The Zoo’s valentine adoption features
the southern rockhopper penguin, a species native to the
open seas and rocky shores of Argentina, South Africa,
Australia, Chile and the sub-Antarctic islands. For $40,
including shipping and handling, the Saint Louis Zoo will
deliver the adoption package to anyone in the continental
United States. Proceeds go directly toward the care and
feeding of the animals.The package includes a cuddly
plush Southern rockhopper penguin (while supplies last)
and valentine card from you, personalized adoption certificate, color photo with animal facts, car decal, name on
the Zoo Parents Donor Wall and Zoo website for one year
and an invitation to the Zoo Parents Picnic. To adopt a
rockhopper penguin, call (314) 646-4771, order online at
www.stlzoo.org, or stop by a Welcome Desk during your
next visit to the Zoo. Online and phone orders must be
submitted by Feb. 4 to ensure Feb. 14 delivery. Walk-in
orders are available through Feb. 14.
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Re-opening the trail would benefit the
town by reducing traffic along New Poag
Road and St. Louis Street and making it safer
for cyclists who now have to share New Poag
Road with drivers in order to get back to
Edwardsville or ride out to New Poag Road.
“They could ride their bikes to school
and not worry about riding on the street. It
would really be economically valuable for
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Verheyen said that before she
began working for the city of
Edwardsville, she worked in anoth-

students,” Patch said.
Attorney Jack Daugherty says the scenic trail has always been a source of great
nostalgia and pride for Edwardsville. The
trail is narrow and consists of crushed limestone and light gravel in parts and asphalt
in others. “Those of us who grew up in
Edwardsville can all agree that this is where
all our big 2-wheeled adventures happened.
Families would make a morning or an afternoon riding this trail to the university to
attend sporting events or other events on
campus,” Daugherty wrote on his Facebook
page recently.
Because the trail doesn’t comply with the

er city that had a Daddy Daughter
dance and she saw how popular it
was.
“When I came here and saw
that we have the Wildey Theatre, I
thought it was a wonderful place to
have this event,” Verheyen said. “It’s
a great opportunity for dads and
daughters to have a night out and

Americans With Disabilities Act it would
be ineligible for federal funding and would
require local fundraising and volunteering
efforts, Daugherty said.
SIUE spokesman Doug McIlhagga said that
the half-mile stretch of trail remains closed
and is no longer maintained. “There is currently no plan to re-open the closed section
of that trail,” he said. “The bridge has not yet
been removed, but it will be removed when
sufficient funds become available.”
More than 50 people have signed the petition so far. It can be accessed at www.change.
org under the heading “Open the Delyte
Morris Trail.”

enjoy some time together.”
There is no age limit on the event,
Verheyen said. “We get mostly girls
from age 2 to 12, but we have some
younger and some older.”
Registration is open now and will
close Jan. 30. Tickets are $15 per
person Participants can register at
Parks and Recreation Department on

the city’s website at www.cityofedwardsville.com, by phone or by mail
to Edwardsville Parks Department,
118 Hillsboro Ave. Edwardsville, IL
62025.
Write “Daddy Daughter” on the
envelope. To register or for more
information, please call the Parks
Department at 692-7538.

